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The objective is to simulate pairs of discharge (Q) and water level (h) that result in a stagedischarge rating curve with a fixed realized R 2 (for example, 95%). We develop the theoretical framework and provide code in SAS to obtain this result. /* In the original dataset, Q is discharge and h is the water height. Simulate a dataset of log(Q) and log(h) that: -has the same size as the original dataset (i=1 to n_original) -is simulated from the original stage-discharge equation (enter parameters for logQ=a*logh + b) -has residual errors drawn randomly for a normal distribution with any variance, as the variance will be rescaled later */ data Q_simset; do i=1 to 20;
logh=-1.0727485+4.1546429*rannor(-1); logQ_perf=0.0466*logh + 0.1254; logQ=logQ_perf+ (0.1*rannor(-1)); *add any variance, then rescale; output; end; run; /* This simulated dataset is the input dataset for the macro which rescales the errors so we obtain the desired R-square. The macro variables are sim= the simulated dataset from the first step Rsquare_desired= the required R2, for example 0.95 */ %macro Rsquare(sim=, Rsquare_desired=); proc mixed data=&sim; model logQ1= logp1 /outpm=pred; run; quit; data pred; set pred; resid_sq=resid**2; run; proc univariate data=pred noprint; var resid resid_sq logQ1 pred; output out=sum_resid sum=sum_resid sum_resid_sq sumQ1 sumpred mean=mean_resid mean_resid_sq mean_logQ1 mean_pred; run; data sum_resid; set sum_resid; call symput('SS_resid',trim(left(sum_resid_sq))); call symput('mean_resid',trim(left(mean_resid))); call symput('mean_logQ1',trim(left(mean_logQ1))); call symput('mean_pred',trim(left(mean_pred))); run; data data_sim; set pred; z2_pred=(pred-&mean_pred); z2_err=(resid-&mean_resid); run; data data_sim; set data_sim; z1_calc=(pred-&mean_pred)**2; z2_calc=z2_pred*z2_err; z3_calc=(resid-&mean_resid)**2; run; proc univariate data=data_sim noprint; var z1_calc z2_calc z3_calc; output out=explained_error sum=sum_z1 sum_z2 sum_z3; run; data explained_error; set explained_error; z1=sum_z1; z2=2*sum_z2; z3=sum_z3; run; data explained_error; set explained_error; call symput('z1',trim(left(z1))); call symput('z2',trim(left(z2))); call symput('z3',trim(left(z3))); run; *solve for c: Ac2 + bc + C = 0 with C= (Rsquare_desired-1)*z1 B= (Rsquare_desired-1)*z2 A= SSe + (Rsquare_desired-1)*z3 -> solution x1,2= ( -B +/-Sqrt( B**2 -4*A*C) ) / (2*A) ; data rescale; set explained_error; A= &SS_resid + ((&Rsquare_desired-1)*&z3); B= (&Rsquare_desired-1)*&z2; C= (&Rsquare_desired-1)*&z1; run; data rescale; set rescale; D=(B**2) -(4*A*C); run; model logQ_new_1=logh; run; quit; proc glm data=data_sim; model logQ_new_2=logh; run;
